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Female Education in South Ghors

The Beginning of The Education

The first school at Safi for example, was established in 1947. Before that date, teaching

was traditional sample which was called "The egg and the loaf". This kind of teaching was

achieved by a man called "Sheikh Subri", who was teaching his students reading, writing and

maths and his students gave him some eggs and bread. The seats were bricks of clay and the

board was a traditional wood.

The main aim of this kind of teaching that time, was to recognize only how to read and

calculate in order to read or write a letter to the friends.

In 1947-1948 the official and the compulsory teaching has begun since then. As a result,

about thirty-eight male students entered the school in the first class in Safi for example, but at

Al-Mazra'a the number was less than in Safi.

It was thought that the teaching of the female students was shameful and ignored by the

whole of the community.

As a result, girls didn't enter the school until the academic year 1950-1951.

50s decade

In this decade sympathetic feeling were aroused by same families especially who came

from areas outside Ghors. They believed that their girls must have their value of teaching. In

1950-1951 the first girl entered the first class among some male students. This girl was from

Egyptian origin.

In the year 1953/1954 only one female among fifty-three male students entered the first

class, in 1956/1957 six girls joined the first class but nine girls joined in the next year.

In the same year six girls entered the second class, six girls in the third class and seven in

the fourth class.

Here is a name list of some female students in Safi as example.

⑥　９月９日ＷＩＤセミナー議事録
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Name Class Academic year

KHALELEIAH SUIAYMAN 1st 57/58

HAMDAH HMOOD 〃

KAMELAH SULAYMAN 〃

MOYASSAR MA'ANI 〃

SEHAM AL-MOSELI 〃

SEHAM DIEFALLAH 〃

ABLAH DIEFALLAH 〃

MALAK ATTAR 〃

EFTEKAR FARIS 2nd 〃

JAMILA ABED 〃

KHADEJAH AU 〃

DAIAL ABED 〃

RABI'A EZZAT 〃

SAMEERA MOH 〃

ZOHEIR KALAF 3rd 〃

WASFEIAH MAHMOUD 〃

MAHA MOBREK 〃

NEAMAT MA'ANI 〃

NAWAL ABED 〃

HAFIDAH AHMED 4th 〃

FERYAL AHMED 〃

ZAREEFAH ABED 〃

AFAF JOWEEHAN 〃

FEKRAT AL-MA'ANI 〃

FOWZEYAH KALEB 〃

HEND SULAYMAN 〃

Unfortunately, most of these girls failed to continue their school or learning for social and

economical factors especially, those in the Ghors. But the girls who were from outside the Ghors

managed to continue their education. We remember two of them, named "Khaulah and Nawal

Al-Masri".

The higher class that they reached was the sixth, such as "Zohair Khalaf, Khaleileih and

Kameleh Al-Khliefat."
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-Advanced Look about Education-

This area has suffered so keenly and faced hard conditions as a result of the Israeli occupation

upon Ghors in general. This has led to a political unstability in this region which conflicted the

social and the economical sides which the education depend upon generally.

As a result, we haven't seen any kind of positive success during the 1960s and the 1970s.

Finally, in 1978, the sunshine for the first time in Ghor Al-Mazra'a, teacher Eiatedal Al Doghaimat

graduated and became the first girl who got a high degree of teaching. In 1980 about eight

female teachers graduated and since that time up to now the number has been increasing rapidly.

In the present decade the struggle and the need for teaching girls has been increasing because

of the programs of the mass media. This encouraged people to look after their girls and allow

them to join the school without hesitation for many reasons: First girls can earn a good income

which in turn improve the condition of their families; second, the men are looking for qualified

wives. This made the girls' fathers be sure that there aren't reasons to prevent them from teaching

their daughters.

These factors and others basically changed the community concept/ideas about teaching

the girls.

In the past decade a large number of girls joined the university and now there are some of

them in school, others in hospitals. We have Sa'ada AL-Hoshosh and Amal Maradet, for example.

Some girls joined the intermediate institutes and they are now working in hospitals as nurses,

or govern employments at Jordan valley authority, telecommunication and other departments.

At the same time girls begin to participate in social affairs. They can elect as well as the men.

This is clear now when we can see a woman called "Ebtisam Al-Hoshosh" work as an assistant

of the Municipality headquarters. Girls now are shiring men with some kind of voluntary projects.

The number has been increasing in 1990s and we are looking for a large number of girls to

graduate and participate in serving their community in all aspect of life in order to reach the self-

dependence especially in teaching and nursing fields.

*Future look*

People of Ghors, after they got rid of barriers to educate the girls, are expecting balanced

and perfect future mothers who are aware of their children, especially if they are educated.

All the people here emphasise to make women in the first class, but we need more open

lectures for the level of the old people. Basically we can say that there is a wide improvement

between the beginning and the present and we see from time to time that more girls who enroll

school than the boys. This is a positive point that the teaching is going in the right direction.
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